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6.0 Objective of The Lesson

The objective of the lesson is to acquaint the students with the factors which cause the

grievance, discontenent and labour unrest in the organisation and to restore the cordial Industrial

Relation (I.R.) in the company by removing those causes in ‘time’.

It is highly essential to get the employees motivated, delighted and satisfied so that a

win-win-position may be created for all stake holders.

6.1 Introduction

Grievance arises among employees due to wage demands, service conditions, In

congenial workplace, unconducive behaviour of supervisonr, union rivalry, undue political

interference, unfair labour practices and overlapping labour laws.

This unit will cover the above topics in detail alongwith the following topics :-

Management of employees’ grievances, understanding employees’ needs and their

satisfaction, performance apprassal and techniques thereof besides other allied issues.

6.2 Importance of The Topic

As grievance is directly connected with the performance of workers it may prove suicidal

for any firm, company corporate house if it (grievance) is not settled in right time.

An unsettled grievance may lead to strike or lockout which is highly, dangerous not

only for employer/employee but for the whole of Nation as it adversely affect the G.D.P. of the

Nation besides creating scarcity of the goods and services in the society, unemployement

and social disorler.

Discipline is the prescribed, orderly behavior as per the predetermined code of conduct,

rules, regulations, conventions and tradition of any organization or society.

It is highly essential to be disciplined in order to be productive and to best channelise

the strength, energy to achieve National goal.

For getting co-operation, collaboration and synergetic strength of all members/workers

for achieving the corporate goal discipline is the must and unavoidable.

6.3 Causes of Indicipline and Grievance

Following are the causes of indiscipline :-

1. Causes of indiscipline may broadly be classified into 4 categories:-

(i) Attendance

(ii) On the job-behaviour
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(iii)Dishonesty

(iv) Outside activities

2. Attendance : This is more serious and widespread than other problems like

carelessness, negligence of duties, violation of established rules and procedures.

Followings are the reasons why attendance is more serious :-

3. Failure on the part of Human Resource Managers or officers under him to establish

synchronization between goal of workers and these of organization.

4. Making the job uninterested, boring, tiring, monotonous and stress creating.

5. Attitudinal change in employees to make worthy of their job.

6. Frustration caused, in the minds of workers caused by the increasing entry of

women, scheduled cast, scheduled tribe and OBC candidates in the job market.

The present employee treat the above mentioned reserved category candidates

as their stumbling stone in their promotion.

7. Employees preference to utilize their all sorts of leaves even it is not essential

rather than to work dedicately.

8. Undue protection to workers by the Trade Unions.

9. Difficulties on the part of their supervisors to scold workers.

2. On the Job Behaviour :

Unwanted/undesirable   behavior   of   workers   like   disobedience, in-subordination,

using alcohal, other drugs, smoking etc. during duty hours.

1. Dishonersty

Followings acts come under the preview of dishonesty which is one of the worst aspects

of indiscipline :-

(i) Stealing something of the organization.

(ii) Information falsification to surprise some fact/information deliberately from the

supervisor or

(iii)Trying to prove true which is false?

(iv) Telling lie deliberately with the malafide intention to charge someone.

(v) Sumething false/fabricated T.A. Bill/Medical Bill/House Rent Bill and such other

things.

Indiscipline Activities Outside the Firm’s (companies) Premises :

The following activities (outside the promises of the company/organization service

(called off-the-job indiscipline).
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1. Unauthorised strike/picketing/slogan soughting, instigating others to commit similar

activity.

2. Indulging in any other criminal/unlawful behavior or provoking others to do that.

3. Working for competitors’ benefit.

4. Criticizing own organization in public.

5. Abusing/criticizing own organization publicly.

6. Questioning the value of own organization publicly.

7. Any other activity tarnishing the image of own organization.

Organisations’ Fault Causing Indiscipline :

Followings are the shortcomings/drawbacks on the part of organisations (companies/

firms) which cause indiscipline among workers :-

(a) Weak, incompetent  and  distrusted  leadership  leads  employees  to  be in-

disciplined because such incompetent supervisors can neither point out/rectify

defects in the work done by workers nor can make them learn new ideas or

technique. This leads to rejection in final ‘Inspection’, wastage, degrading

productivity and earning bad name to the workers and their team. It harms both

workers and firms.

In view of above Henry Fayol has rightly remarked “Discipline is what the leaders

make it”.

(b) Defective supervision due to lack of technical knowledge by supervisors.

(c) “Devide and Rule” policy practised by some Managers to spoil good ‘Team spirit’

and “Group Behaviour” “Group-goal”, Co-operation, collaboration and

Team-spirit of workers.

(d) Bad, unhygienic, unhealthful working conditions prevailing in the work place.

(e) Favouritism, nepotism, castism and such other malpractice by

management in matters of selection, promotion, placement, training, allotment of

duties etc.

(f) Doing undue favour to some workers on the ground of language, race, colour,

place of birth, gender, caste etc. leads to discontentment and indiscipline among

the workers and Trade Union makes a big issue out of these.

(g) Improper co-ordination, delegation of power, allotment of duties,

incompetent and poor supervision etc. also lead to indiscipline and

discontentment among workers.

(h) Defective Communication System

Due to lack of timely communication or communication gap created by defective

system also leads to grievance and indiscipline among workers.
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(i) Not giving timely promotion happens to be the great source of discontentment

leading to indiscipline amongst workers.

(j) Non-payment of wages/salary/other fringe benefits (allowances) + bonus,

incentive etc. also cause discontentment leading to indiscipline among work force.

(k) Non-settlement of employees’ grievances by the organization in time. Is

also a potential source of indiscipline amongst Human Resource.

(l) Non-participation of workers in the managerial decision has also been one

of the permanent source of indiscipline among work force.

If workers are not taken in confidence not associated them in decision making process

and lack of transparency in administrative plans and policies are bound to laed to indiscipline

aong workers.

Modern era of industrial culture and climate demand participative and collaborative

management to infuse the sense and belonging, ownness, loyalty amongst work force.

6.4 Management of Discipline

It can be said very safely that removing the causes of indiscipline or not allowing those

causes to take place is the best remedy of management of discipline.

Disciplinary action against the employees, especially punitive (punishing) measures

is never a safe solution. It is bound to lead to labour unrest.

Punishment inflicted on one worker or a few workers take the collective strong reaction

by their Trade Union and is likely to flare up in the form of collective protest by union leaders

and followers employees for example, slogan soughting, picketing, go-slow, work-to-rule,

wearing black budges, lightning strike or even sabotaging, activities are the result of

suppressive disciplinary action.

Quoting from the, American Management Association’s. Special Research Report

No. 3 Prof. S.S. Khanna, in his famous book, Human Resource Management, has narrated

as below:-

Until human nature, attains measure of freedom of action can be realized only within

the framework of an expressed discipline. In the social situation this takes the form of Laws,

in industry, it is manifested as standards. Firmness in searing conformity in both instances

is wholly consistent with democratic approach. But the requirement must be clear and,

in so far as possible; they must be arrived at co-operatively. This is the road to self-discipline;

this is the aim of wise leadership.

From the above citation it is very clear that disciplinary action specially punitive

(punishing) one must be taken with utmost precaution and only when it is unavoidable.
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2. Disciplinary action should follow the “Hot-Stove-Rule”.

This rule says:-

On touching a Hot-Store the result is :-

(i) “Immediate” burn.

(ii) The person has ample warning.

(iii)The burn is “consistent”.

(iv) The burn is “impersonal”.

1. The above rule/result warns us that :-

 Before administering (giving) any punishment the authority (management) must

know :-

Specifically the actual offence charged.

 It must be convinced of the charge (offence).

2. Has employee committed insubordination or has simply disobeyed.

3. Has the employee willfully or deliberately disobeyed.

 Did the employee know the punishment of the offence he committed?

 Was the employee warned the consequence of the offence?

 What are some of facts that the employee committed the offence? Is there

direct/indirect evidence of guilt?

 Has the employees been heard by a third (neutral party)?

4. Are there extenuating circumstances?

 Were conflicting orders given by different supervisors?

 Was the employee provoked by a manager or other employee?

5. Has the rule been uniformly enforced?

 Have all managers applied this rule consistently?

 What punishment was given to previous offenders?

 Were other employees involved in this offence directely or indirectly?

6. Is the offense related to work place?

 Is there evidence that the offence hurt the organization?

 Is management making a moral judgement or a business judgement?

7. What is the employee’s past record?

 How long the employees have served the organization?

 Has the employee been ever punished in past?
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Any punishment should be given to the employee only after considering all the

above points so that union may not be liable to make an issue out of the punishment nor it

should lead to grievance among all other employees.

To maintain a healthy industrial relation it should be given paramount importance?

Other Guide Lines For Disciplinary Action :

1. Disciplinary action should be corrective (reformatory) rather than punitive

(punishing)

The disciplinary action should not end the career of any employee rather it should

mend (improve) his/her behavior.

2. Disciplinary action should  be progressive

It mean for the first offence only an oral warning is enough. For second offense a

written warning, if it does not prove effective then wage cut, stopping annual

increment, debarring promotion or demotting, then suspension and lastly

discharge or dismissal.

Procedure of Disciplinary Action :

Following steps should be followed in administering disciplinary action:

1. Fixation/Identification of responsibility.

2. Defining performance expectations.

3. Communicating policy, procedures and rules of the company to employees during

induction programme.

4. Collection of performance data.

5. Framing charges and intimating the same to employee.

6. Calling for explanation.

7. Considering the explanation given by the employee.

8. Serving “show-cause”-Notice to the employee as to why his/her service should

not be terminated.

9. Inflicting (giving) punishment.

10. Final appeal to the higher authority against the punishment.

11. Final hearing and judgment by the appellant authority.

If any of the above mentioned step is ignored the employee may file case against the

employer in Labour Court/Labour Tribunal.

Waiving of Punishment

1. If the employees confess his/her guilt and beg apology for the same the

management may like to spare him/her only by giving warning or inflicting light

punishment.
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2. If the management is not satisfied with the explanation given by the employee if

may proceed to further investigation.

If charge is proved the management may inflict punishment as deemed suitable in

view of the above mentioned procedure.

But the punishment should be according to the gravity/seriousness of the offence.

Code of Discipline

The code of discipline may be broadly divided into following three types of agreements.

(i) Mutual agreement between management and Union.

(ii) Agreement on the part of management.

(iii)Agreement on the part of Trade Union.

1. Agreement Between Management and Union

There should be no back out or strike without prior notice.

2. There should not be any unilateral action on either side.

3. There should be no recourse to go slow (slow down).

4. Industrial dispute of any, side should be settled through existing machinery.

5. Neither side should indulge in violence, sabotage, coercion or threat.

6. Both parties should agree to set up a grievance settlement mechanism and should

abide by it.

7. Both management and employees should be properly educated about their duties,

responsibilities and obligation to the organization.

Agreement on the Part of Management

1. Not to put the work load unless agreed upon or settled.

2. Unfair labour practices like discrimination, coercion, victimtsation etc. must not be

practised.

3. Award (judgment) by labourcourt/labour tribunals etc.) and agreements should be

implemented immediately.

4. Officers found responsible of causing indiscipline among workers should be sternly

dealt with.

5. Trade Union should be recognized as per the provision of 16th session of the Indian

labour conference held in May 1958.

Agreement on the part of Trade Unions

Trade Unions must not indulge in :-

1. Any form of physical threat to any superviser or manager.
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2. Not to permit violent demonstration and rowdyism.

3. No negligence of duty insubordination, go-slow in duty.

4. Award, agreement, mutual understanding with management should be followed by

all.

5. Reject the action of their members (employees) violating the code of conduct.

Management of Employees Grievance, Causes thereof

Definition and meaning of grievance.

1. Any discontent, dissatisfaction, experienced by the employee about his or her

employment constitutes a grievance.

2. According to Dale S. Beach any dissatisfaction or feeling of injustice in connection

with one’s employment situation that is brought to the notice of management is

grievance.

3. As per opinion expressed by J.M. Jucius any discontent or dis- satisfaction whether

expressed or not, valid or not, arising out of anything connected with the company

which an employee think, believe or even feels to be unfair, in just or inequitable is

grievance.

4. As per views expressed by Edward Flippo grievance is a type of discontent which

must always be expressed. A grievance is usally more formal than a complaint. It

can be valid or simply ridiculours and must grow out of something concerned with

the person of a company. It must involve an interpretation or application of the

provisions of the labour court.

5. As per the views expressed by the MODEL GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE

Complaint affecting one or more individual workers in respect of their wages,

overtime, leave transfer, posting, promotion, seniority, work assignment and

discharge would constitute grievance.

Souces of Grievance

(i) Undesirable behavior of the supervisors/manager.

(ii) Violation of laid down procedures of duties or agreed code of conduct.

(iii)Excess hour of work than according to chart followings are the sources (causes)

of grievance :-

Non-issuing the timely orders regarding:-

1. Promotion

2. Amenities

3. Continuity in service

4. Compensation and
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5. Harsh disciplinary action

6. Imposition of fine

7. Stopping annual increment

8. Rejecting leave-application

9. Denying medical benefit

10. Job, causing stress, fatigue monotony

11. Unjustified payment

12. Unbearable recovery of dues

13. Safety appliance not available in working condition.

14. Premature retirement/forced retirement

15. Retrial dues not paid in time

16. Granting extension to someone and refuging to others

17. Untimely transfer to a remote place disturbing education of children.

18. Victimisation

19. Incongenial work condition

Thus all the causes/sources of grievance may be broadly classfied in following 4

categories :-

1. Concerning working conditions.

2. Concerning management policy and practices.

3. Concerning violation of rule and regulation.

4. Concerning personality traits.

(a) Fault finding attitude of supervisors/managers.

(b) Overambitious employees.

(c) Mental tension on the part of employees.

(d) Negative approach to life by employees.

(e) Excessive  ego/feelings of employees.

As per American experts following three categories of causes are there leading to

employees grievances :-

1. Management policy and practices some wrong policy and practice.

2. Trade Union practice – unreasonable demand.

3. Personality Traits.
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6.5 Grievance Handling Procedure

Following procedure should be adopted for setting the grievances of workers :-

1. Timely action

Grievance should be settled immediately.

Longer the delay greater proportion the grievance will be assuming the first line

staff (supervisor) should be trained to tackle the grievance at the very first stage.

2. Accepting the Grievance

The supervisor should accept the grievance at the very first stage and settle it

down quite impartially after listening to the aggrieved parties with transparency/

justice and fairness.

3. Identifying the Problem

The grievance may simply be emotional, overstated, imaginary or vague. The

supervisor should, therefore, listen to the parties concerned and settled it down

amicably, smoothly.

4. Collecting the Facts

The actual facts should be separated from the feeling/opinion and judgement should

be delivered based on facts, figures, actual happenning.

5. Analyzing Causes of Grievance

After collecting the facts the same should be deeply proved, analysed, heard and

settled down the grievance. It should also be ensured that such grievance should

not occur in future.

6. Taking Decision

Alternative course of actions are thought over prudently before taking the final action.

Repercussion of the action to be taken against employees, their colleagues and

Trade Union should be also considered deeply and finally the action should be

taken.

7. Implementing the Decision

The decision taken must be communicated and implemented at once.

If the action is strongly protested by the worker concerned/their follews and their

Trade Union then a trailered discussion between Trade Union (C.U.) and higher

management should take place to resolve the issue.

8. Settlement by Arbitrator

If the dispute is still not resolved by the process mentioned above then mutually

agreed Arbitrator should be apponted who happens to be a third party and neutral
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persons whose decision is final and binding on both the parties. The Kolkata chapter

of Indian Institute of Personnel management (IIPM) has devised a 5 stage formula

to resolve such industrial dispute :-

Stage: 1. The employee should raise his grievance to his/her immediate supervisor.

Stage: 2. In case of non-resolution he/she should refer the matter to the next higher

authority in the hierarchy.

Stage: 3. The grievance should be settled promptly and dispassionately.

Stage: 4. The employer will register the protest and set the grievance handling

mechanism in motion to resolve the issue.

Stage: 5. In case of the non-resolving the dispute even at this stage no direct action

will be taken by either parties to further aggravate the dispute.

The National Commission On Labour Has Stipulated The 5 Point formula of

Grievance settlement procedure as below :-

1. The aggrieved employee should convey his/her grievance even verbally to the officer

concerned who will reply within 48 hours of complaint.

2. In case of failure to receive reply the aggrieved employees will approach to the

next higher authority who bas been vested power to hearr such complaints. She/he

shall reply within 3 working days of the presentation of grievance.

3. In case of failure to receive such reply the aggrieved employee will refer the matter

to the “GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE” which shall give reply within seven days. The

management must communicate the decision within three days.

4. In ase the employee is yet not satisfied or does not receive the reply he/she shall

appeal to the management for revision of the judgment. The management can

take a week’s time to deliver decision.

5. The employee, if not satisfied even at the above stage the grievance may be referred

to a voluntary arbitration within a week after decision taken by the management at

that stage. The decision of the Arbitrator is final and binding on both the parties.

Legislative Aspects of the grievance procedure in India

There are various laws providing settlement of grievances in our country. Prominent

among those are :-

1. The Industrial Employment (standing orders) Act. 1946

Clause 15 of the standing order in schedule 1 of the Act. Provides that all complaints

arising out of employment, of every establishment employing 100 or more workers shall be

submitted to the officer designate for their purpose with the right to appeal to the employee.
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2. The Industrial Dispute Act. 1947

The Act’s. main provisions are as hoted below :-

 Stage: 1. Grievance may be conveyed in this regard will be replied within 48 hours.

Stage: 2. Employees concerned with departmental representation may approach

to H.O.D. at the pre fixed time on all working days who will reply within 3

days.

Stage: 3. In case of dissatisfaction the employee may move to grievance committee

who will decide and communicate to the management within 7 days.

In case the decision is unanimous the management will implement and

communicate within 3 days.

Stage: 4. In case of dissatisfaction of employee or non-receipt of reply the grievant

may be referred to the management for revision who will decide within a

week.

Stage: 5. Even at this stage if the grievant is not satisfied he/she may move to

arbitrator who will decide within a week’s  time.

Essentials of Sound Grievance Procedure

There are six characteristics of a sound grievance settling procedure:-

1. Legal Sanctity

The procedure must be in accordance with the laws of the land.

2. Acceptability

The procedure must be acceptable to workers, managers, Trade Union and to the

regulatory authorities.

3. Timely

The prescribed time at each level of redressal should be complied with rigidly and

strictly.

4. Simple

Procedure should be simple to understand and to implement.

5. Training

Officers concerned with handling the grievance procedures must be trained properly

to deal it effectively at his/her level.

All possible steps should be taken to redress/settle the grievance at the lowest

level.

6. Follow-up

In order to stop the recurrence of grievances and make the procedure effective the

decisions taken should be reviewed periodically.
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6.1 Management Of Employee’s Grievance

Definition :- In course of service life employees some time become vocal or even

violent out of their grievance against certain managerial decision about their working

conditions, wages, salary, fringe benefits, transfer, promotion, shift of duty, work place-conditions

behaviour of supervisor or even against their colleagues.

If these grievances are ignored/overlooked these may lead to worsening of industrial

relation (I.R.) and may result into slogan soughting picketing, work to rule, go-slow,  pendown,

wearing black badges and ultimatily indefinite strike severely aftecting productivity and

profitability of the company.

Hence it is extremely essential to consider employees grievance seriously and settle

it down at the lowest level at best the level of supervisor.

Some other symptom of employees dissatisfaction which may have significant/far

reaching adverse consequence are :-

1. declining rate of out put of workers or their decreasing productivity.

2. Sub standard quality of products and services.

3. Increasing rate of rejection by the final inspection.

4. Increasing rate of wastage caused by rejection.

5. Incrreasing phenomenon of re-work.

6. Increasing consumption of materials (inputs) but decreasing rate of production.

7. Increasing phenomena of warranty claim and consumers’ complaint.

8. Diminishing demand of goods/services produced by the firm.

On the part of workers

(i) Increasing rate of absenteeism.

(ii) Increasing rate of tardiness.

(iii) Increasing incidence of going on all sorts of leaves.

(iv) Increasing incidence of turn over (quiting the service)

(v) Symptoms refleded by market

decreasing demand of the product

(vi) Request for transfer.

(vii) Increasing phenomena of committing suicide by workers.

(viii) Request for transfer.

Praise of rivals or competitors is the most significant symtom of mounting grievance

boiling in the workers.
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Approaches to the grievance machinery

Grievance Procedure

The grievance procedure is a very important means available both to the employees
and employers to express their disstisfaction and to know such dissatisfaction prevailing
among the worker in addition to what have been explained above.

Grievance Machinery

There are following options before the management to settle such grievances:-

1. To follow a negotiated contract.

2. Grievance machinery

It is oriented towards human relation approach to its workers.

3. The management may have on OPEN DOOR POLICY.

Let us examine these grievance settlement machinsm one by one.

1. Approach of Human Relations School

According to this school the employees and their problems are the major concern.
Individuals are more important than production. Hence all possible measures should be
adopted to solve their problems first and all other problems will be automatically solved.

It is so  becouse once the workers are satisfied, delighted and motivated their
productivity, efficinecy and effectiveness will get multiplied.

2. The Labour Contract Approach

It is a wholly legalistic approach.

Accoding to contract both labour and management are bound down to obey the
stipulated provisions of contract which is laid down and made obligatory for both the parties.

The process and time limit of settling the grievance are also well defined.

These are the two extrem situations, organisations suggest Monappa, Mirza and
Saiyadain have to pactice some where between these two extremes.

A managerial attitude with humanitarian approach is the ultimate solution.

Nature of grievances :

From the survey report by S. Chandra, of Administrative staff College Hyderabad there
are the following causes of employees-grievances as quoted by Monappa and Mirza Saiyadain
in their book Personnel Management :-

1. Promotion

2. Amenities

3. Continuity of service

4. Compensation

5. Disciplinary action

6. Fines

7. Increments

8. Leave

9. Medical benefit
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10.Nature of job

11. Payment

12.Acting promotion

13.Recovery of dues

14.Safety appliances

15.Superannuation and

16.Suppression

17.Transfer

18.Victimisation

19.Conditions of work

International Labour Organisation I.L.O. categorises the grievance as a complaint of

one or more workers with respect to :-

1. Wages and allowances

2. Condtitions of work and

3. Interpretation of service stipulations

4. Overtime

5. Leave

6. Transfer

7. Promotion

8. Seniority

9. Job assignment and

10.Termination of service

3. According to National Commission of labour there are the following issues of grievance

of workers affecting one or more workers:-

1. Wage payment

2. Overtime

3. Leave

4. Transfer

5. Promotion

6. Seniority

7. Work assignment and

8. Discharge
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Management/Settlement of Employees’ Grievance

1. Management practice

2. Union practice

3. Individual personality

4. A well defined grievance procedure

5. Grievance - Arbictration procedures

Monappa and Saiyadain have concluded in the chart (13.1) given vide page 304 of

their book following V stages how the grievance is settled as quoted on the next page:-

Grievance Settlement Stages

1. Grievant Management

Stage - I Officer designate to

Grievant conveys verbally deal with and to report

in 48 hours

Not satisfied go to

2. Stage - II H.O.D. to hear and

Grievant + department reply in 3 days

representatives

Decision unsatisfactory

3. Stage - III Grievance committee

Grievant + departmental  representative report to the HR manager.

to decide in 7 days and representative If decision unanimous

to be communicated in

3 days.

Decision not intime

or unsatisfactory

4. Stage - IV Appeal to management

Grievant + departmental for revision. A week

representative for appeal to be

considered

No agreement

5. Stage - V Voluntary arbitration

Grievant + management decision from stage IV

within a week may refer to union
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6.7 Uunderstanding Employees Need And Their Satisfaction

Abraham Maslow, Herzberg, Mcclelland various sociologists vis-a-vis sigmond freud

and Karl Marx etc. Psycologists and great social thinkers have propounded various bio

psychological theories of need satisfaction in their own way.

A Manager, worth the name should think over the essence of the aborementtioned

theories/thoughts/philosophy and try their best to understand the ‘Needs’ biological,

psychological/spiritual and try their best to satisfy them.

Only a satisfied, delighted work force gets motivated, committed, devoted and loyal.

The productivity gets itself multiplied through a motivated, committed and loyal worker

who become themselves assets to the organisations.

On the other hand work force, their representative Trade Unions on the one side and

management on the other side should develop an attitude quite positive with a liberal mind

set to ‘give’ and ‘take’, there is nothing to make any ‘issue’ a ‘prestige issue. If both sides

develops the spirit and atmosphere of fraternity, co-operations collaboration and take a vow

to advance the cause of the organisation they serve with the utmost sense of ‘ownness’ and

‘belonging’ all grievances will get automatically solved and all problem will be mitigated and a

win-win position for all will prevail.

6.8(a) Performance Appraisal

Performance appraisal is a systematic and objective way, observe Monappa and

saiyadain, of judging the relative worth or ability of an employee, in performing his/her task.

They further observe that performance appraisal helps to identify those who are

performing their assigned task well and those who are not and the reasons for such

performance.

It is systematic evaluation of personnel by supervisors etc.

Necessity of Appraisal

1. Employees also want to know their position/ranking/seniority in the organisation.

2. appraisal in also necesssary for taking many administrative decisions regarding

selection, training, promotion, transfer, wage and salary administration etc.

6.8(b) Process And Techniques Of Appraisal

Most of the companies by an large use following eleven performance measures, to

assess the performance of their employees’ performance:-

1. Quantity of work (volume)

2. Quality of work (exactly as per specification)
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3. Quantity of waste/breakage

4. Money earned

5. Job knowledge (expertise)

6. Job tenure (lenth of experience)

7. absenteeism (reluctance to duty)

8. Rate of advancement (updating knowledge)

9. Judgement by peers (soft skill)

10.Judgement by seers (judgement by supervisors)

11. Self judgement (decision  making capability)

These issues can be classifed into three broad categories

(i) Personnel data

(ii) Production data

and

(iii)Judgement data

Personnel Data

This includes :-

(i) Personal history

(ii) No. of time remained absent

(iii)No. of grievances, breakage etc.

(iv) Used to differentiate between good and bad performances.

(v) They studied what personal variables made them ‘good’ or ‘bad’ performers.

But the writers have further expressed their apprehension by saying that there is little

evidence to suggest that personal data can predict job performance. They have supported

their point by citing an example that a good worker can be a drunkard and gambler at the

sametime.

Quoting various survey reports and views of many writers Monappa and Saiyadain

concludes that it is extremely risky to use personal data as an indicator of performance. In

fact several studies suggest that relationship between personal data measures and production

measures is often very low. It means to say that personal data cannot be a reliable yardstick

to prediet job performance.

2. Production Data

Rate and quality of work and money earned are direct measures of performance.

Measures may be unit produced per hour to mony earned per hour.
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But this measure is applicable only for those persons who are on lower level in

production (Engineering department). But performance of higher level jobs taking policy

decisions and performing job of abstract nature cannot be measured uder production data.

Quoting “Singh, Maggu and Warrier” who surveyed 580 managers of (319 from

public and 216 of private sector organisations) found that the level of satisfaction with the

existing performance appraisal system was “very low”. Managers of P.S.Us. were even

lesser satisfied than those of private sector.

Followings are the reason for such phenomenon :-

1. Subjectivity (personal attitude) of raters

2. Low inter rater reliability

3. Low secrecy

4. Parametres of rating not related to job contents

5. Lack of awareness about the criteria by appraisers

Present Position

1. A number of creative alternatives have been developed to solve some of these

problems.

2. Many organisations have developed self appraisal system exercises in target setting

and identifying key result areas and

3. The even number point rating system as against the odd number system, and

4. Peer appraisal system etc. though these alternative system are yet to be full proof.

3. Judgemental Data

These includes the followings :-

1. Self judgement

2. Judgement by peers

3. Judgement by supervisors

4. Knowledge of the job

Faults

(a) It is full of errerors and problems

(b) It is based on subjective assessment of self or by others

(c) It is almost impossible to objectify subjective judgement

Methods And Techniques Of Performance Appraisal

There are following methods and Techniques of performance appraisal

1. Confidential report (A.C.R./C.C.R.)
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2. Rating scale

3. Ranking system

4. Paired compainson method

5. Forced choice method

6. Critical incident method

7. Cost accounting method

8. Forced distribution method

9. Critical incident method

Let us examine them one by one :-

1. Confidential Report

Mostly in public sector undertakings ranking/assessment/appraisal are done on the

basis of remarks, recorded by the immediate officer in the annual character roll (A.C.R.) or

confidential character Roll (C.C.R.) at the end of every year.

If such remark is adverse the same will be communicated to the candidate concerned

within three months of the recording.

The main parametres of appraisal are as follows :-

Are as follows:- Employee Employer

A B

1. Knowledge of job 4 5

2. ability to get work done 3 5

3. Sociability (soft skill) 2 2

4. Personality 3 5

5. Sense of responsibility 4 4

6. Co. operation 4 4

20 20

Other ranking parametres are dissatisfactory/good, sutisfactory. execellent or average,

poor, etc.

Ranking System

Ranking can be determined either by looking at the total individual and then ranking

him in relation to others or first identifying several relevant traits and then ranking employees

on these traits indivisully or comparing them with other employees.

In both cases rater is in difficulty specially when employees are equal in their abilities.

Monappa and Saiyadain observes that ranking can be highly deceptive under such

circumatances
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They suggest following measures to overcome such embarrassing situation by using

several raters to ensure ranking on an objective rather than on Random basis.

They have also appreciated sometime good raters able not available.

Conditions For Succession Rating

According to above writers the ranking is successful if it is:-

simple, natural and useful and when number of employees to be rated is small.

Disadvantages of ranking system

They are :-

1. It is diffecult to rank employees between top and bottom extremes finer judgement

has to be exercised there observe Monappa and Saiyadain, which increases chances of

errors.

Secondly the taks of ranking individuals becomes difficult when there are over 20 or

25 cases.

K. Aswathappa says designing an appraisal programme poses several questions

which needs answers. He ennumerates these questions (problems) as below:-

(i) Whether the appraisal is “formal” or “informal:?

(ii) Whose performance is to actually to be appraised?

(iii)Who are the raters?

(iv) What problems are faced?

(v) How to solve the problems?

(vi) What should be evaluated?

(vii) When to evaluate?

(viii) What methods of appraisal to be used?

He has depicted the above situation pictorally as below:-
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What Formal Vs Whose performance?

method? informal

When to Appraisal Who are the partners

evaluate? design

What do How to What problems

evaluate? solve?

issue in appraisal design

Courtesy :- K. Aswathappa

(Human Resource and Personnel Management)

Problems Of Rating :

1. Rating subject to a wide range of inaccuracies.

2. These occur  in  the  raters  observation,  judgement,  and  infornation processing.

3. The most common error is Leniency or severity.

Severity or Leniency on the part of rater.

6.9(i) Factories Act. 1948

Industrialists all over the world are, under legal, social and humanitarian considerations

are bound to provide such welfare measures in their factories premises which are necessary

to promote their physical, mental and moral strength.

Such measure are equally in the interest of both-employers and employees.

It is only congenial conduictive and healthy working environment which enable the

workers to render their best services to the employer.

Factores Act. 1948, needless to say, stipulates such conditions (legal provisions) which

make the workers motivated delighted, committed, efficient, more productive, loyal and

innovative.

>

>

> >

>

>>

>
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Some of the main provisions of Factories Act. 1948, in brief, are as below:-

1. The Act provides minimum requirement for the safety, health and welfare of factory

workers.

2. The Act. is applicable to all Industries employing 10 or more persons and using

electricity.

3. Industries/Factories not using electric power but employing 20 or more persons

on any day duing preceeding 12 months are covered under the provisions of

Factories Act. 1948.

4. However, Mines and plantation are execluded.

5. As it is a central Govt. Act. the Govt. of India can get the provisions of the Act

enforced through its inspectors or can direct the state Governments to ensure its

implementation.

6. The Act. consists of 11 chapters and 120 sections and a comprehensive schedule.

Some very relevant provisions are:-

(i) Health

Section 11-20 provide measures on cleaniness, disposal of wastage, ventilation in

the work place, proper lighting and ventilation, control of temperature, dust and fume, over

crowding, lighting provision in latrine, urinal separately for men and women, general cleaniness,

canteen, appointment of medical and welfare officer clean and cool drinking water, provision

of exhaust fans, spitoons etc.

(ii) Safety

The Act further stipulates 20 different sections on compulsory safety measures like

fencing and covering dangerous moving parts of the machines, disposal/wastage, ventilation

control of temperature dust, fume, overcrowding, lighting, latrine, urinal etc.

(iii)Welfare Measures

The Act makes it obligatory to provide facilities for washing, drying and storing of

cloths, sitting arrangements, first aid boxes, a trained medical practioner for over 150 workers

a canteen if there are 150 workers, a creches of there are 300 more women workers a well

equipped ambulance and room equipped in the medical facilities if there are 500 workers.

(iv)Working Hours For Adults

Maximum prescribed working employees 10 or more persons and using electricity.

Working hour per week - 48 hours per week.

Working hour per day - 9 hours excluding

Rest hour - 1/2 (Half an hour) interval after 5 hours work should be given.
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Overtime Allowance :

If any worker devotes more than 8 hours a day or more than 48 hours a week should

be paid double of the rate per ordinary hour.

Employment of Women and Young Persons

Women workers should not be allowed to work between 7 pm to 6 am.

No child below the age of 14 years should be employed. Those who have obtained a

medical certificate that he has completed 14 years of age may be allowed to work only for 4½

hour a day.

Compensation Act. 1948

No compensation will be payble under the Act for injury to the belongings of a workman.

Accident

The term accident means a mishap or untoward event not expected or designed, say

the above named authors, injury should not have been expected by the man who suffered it. It

is immaterial if it was certain to other persons of common  sense under those circumstances.

An unexpected injury will be an accidental injury even if it may result from the workman’s own

intentional act as an ordinary incidence of his employment involving no unusual strain or exertion.

An injury may be accidental erenif it is result of a deliberate design by third party or

negligence of the worker himself.

An injury from the criminal act of the employer himself will not be an injury caused by an

accident incapacity resulting from continuous process going on for a long period wil not be

treated as injury from accident.

Where death or incapacity of owrker is caused.

Incapacity resulting from continuous process going on for a long period will not be

treated as injury from accident.

If the incapacity or death of a worker is caused by the aggravation of disease, already

existing, due to accident the death will be deemed to have been caused by the accident.

Where it but results from the diseas itself, independent of the accident , it shall not be

deemed to have resulted from an accident.

Arising Out Of And In Course Of Employment :

In case an accident arises out of employment, it necessarily occurs in course of

employment, but the reverse, comments the above mentioned writers (Maheshwari &

Maheshwari) by quoting the much dispensed and popular phrase “An accident may occur

during the course of employment but may not be the result of employment”.

The above phrase (quoted above) “In the course of employment” suggests duration

of employment the period of time during which the employment continues.
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In the famous case of “Saurastra salt Manufacturing Company vs. Bae Balu

Raja” the supreme court held as a rule, the employment of a workman does not commence

until he has reached the place of employment and does not continue lenen he has left the

place of employment.

Following points are to be noted:-

(i) All novement of a worker few our place to another, whether within the premises of

the employer or to the premise of some other person in connection with the

employment above shall be taken to be the course of his employment.

(ii) example :- followings will be treated as in course of employment and it work place

taking of refreshment, meal in the departmental canteen, going to receive salary or

other payment

(iii)Breakfast rest, refreshment etc. within the premises of the employer is regarded

as incidental to work and the worker is supposed to be in the course of employment.

(iv) While using the departmental vehicle for coming to office and returning to residence

the employees will be treated to be in employment.

Arising Out Of Employment :

The accident causing injury shall be taken to be arising out of the employment if it can

be proved that it was part and parcel of the injured person’s employment (duties) to hazard, to

suffer and to undertake doing that thing which has caused him injury say Maheshwari &

Maheshwari.

Occupational Disease

Workman performing his duty of a particular nature of job may come in touch with

some contiguous disease for example :-

Persons employed in handling of wood hair, bristle or carcases (dead body) of animals

are likely to be affected by Anthrax, simlarly persons engaged in production of fibre cement

materials are likely to be affected by Asbestosis.

These occupational diseases are mentioned in part ‘A’ of schedule II of the Act.

Employers are obliged to pay compensation to such employee on account of

occupational disease.

Honour, in following cases employer are not obliged to pay compensation :-

1. If the accident is the result of wilful negligence of the injured employee.

2. When the disability casts for less than three days.

3. If the employee was under the influence of some intoxication.

4. If the workman wilfully disobeyed the supervisor or the framed rule.

5. If the State Govt. or central Govt. has not published in official list of any such

occupation.
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6. No compensation shall be payable to a workman in (1) respect of any disease

except those mentioned in sub-section (2) and (3) of section 3 unless disease is

directly attribute to a specific injury by accident arising out of and in the course of

his employment.

7. When the worker has filed a civil suit in the court till the matter is under trial.

8. When the worker during the course of his employment does something entirely for

his own benefit and not for employer and thereby incurs a risk causing accident.

9. When the workman does something beyond his presumed duty within persuassion

of his supervisor and incurs injury.

6.9 The Trade Union Act. 1926

The Act. is devided into 33 sections and contains 5 chapters.

Object of the Act

The Act has twine objective of providing registration to the Trade Union

and

to give them a legal and corporate status whereby they get immunity from civil and

criminal liability for legitimate Trade Union activities.

Definition

Trade Union means a combination

(i) Of workers for the purpose of regulating the relation between workers and their

employer or between workmen and workmen or between employers and employers.

or

(ii) For imposing restrictive conditions on the conduct of any trade or business and

includes any federation of two or more Trade Unions. The Act includes both an

Association of workers in a particular craft or industry and organisation.

Registration of Trade Unions :

Under the provisions of the Act the appropriate Government shall appoint a person as

Registrar of Trade Unon for registering the Trade Unions.

Constitution of Trade Unions :

Any seven or more members of a Trade Union may, by subscribing their names to the

rules of the Trade Union and by other wise complying with the provisions of this Act for its

Registration (seet 4(i) ............. No Trade Union of workmen shall be registered unlers at least

ten per cent or 100 of the workmen, whichever is lesser engaged or employed in the

establishment is industry with which it is connected are the members’ of such Trade Union on

the date of making of application for registration.
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Any such Trade Union shall not be registered if half of the total number of persons

having applied for registration give in writing to the Resistrar associating themselves from

the application.

Legal Status of a Registered Trade Union

A Trade Union after registration acquires the following characterstics:-

(i) It becomes a corporate body by the name under which it is registered, and becomes

a legal entity distinct from the members of which it is composed.

(ii) It has perpetual succession and a common seal.

(iii) It is empowered to acquire movable and immovable property.

(iv) It has power to enter into a contract.

(v) It can sue (prosecute) o. b. sued by the name under which registered (section 12).

Fund of the Registered Union

A registered Union may constitute a separate fund, specially subscribed to promote

civil and political interest of its members.

Immunity From Punishment For Criminal Conspiracy (Section 17)

No punishment can be inflicted on an office bearer or member of a registered Trade

Union for entering into an agreement amongst member for furthering any such object of the

Trade Union on which its general fund can be spent.

Immunity From Civil Suit

A suit or legal proceeding shall not be maintainable against an office bearer or a

member of registered Trade Union for an act done in furtherance of the interest of its members

in matters of employment or any issue connected with the employment of its members.

Duties and Liabilities of a Registered Trade Union

The Act imposes the following duties and responsibilities of a Trade Union (Registered:-

1. Change of address of Registered Office

Any change in the address of the head office of the union must be communicated to

the registrar in writing (section 12).

2. Object on Which General Fund of This Registered Trade Union May be Spent

( Section 15)

It has got to be spent only on the following objects :-

(i) On the payment of salary, allowances of office bearers of the Trade Union.

(ii) On audit fee for auditing the A/c of Trade Union.

(iii)Legal expenses on prosecution or defence of any legal proceeding.

(iv) To conduct the Trade Dispute on behalf of the Trade Union.
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(v) Compensation to members on account of loss arising out of the trade dispute.

(vi) Allowance to members of their dependents on account of death, accident, sickness,

old age or unemployment.

Characteristics of a Registered Trade Union :

(i) It becomes a body corporate by the name under which it is registered

(ii) It has a perpetual succession.

(iii) It has a common seal.

(iv) It is empowered to acquire and hold any moveable or unmovable property.

(v) It has power to enter into contract.

(vi) It has power to sue or be sued under the name it is registered.

(vii) It has power to create a separate fund for political purposes (section  16) besides

a general fund.

(viii) It has got immunity from punishment for criminal conspiracy (section 17) :- Such

immunity is available for furthering the law ful activities for achieving the object of

the union or its members.

However, the above immunity is not available if a stricke is accompanied by violence,

assault, intimidation, threat etc.

Similarly a union leader is not entitled to claim immunity from punishment for breact of

discipline.

Amalgamation of Trade Unions

(Section 24 to Section 26 of Trade Union Act.)

any two or more registered. Trade Unions may become amalgamated together as

one Trade Union with or without dissolution or division of the funds of such Trade Union if 60

% of the votes of each such Trade Union recorded are in favour of the proposed amalgamation.

Notice of Analgamation :

1. Notice of such amalgamation in writing, duly signed by the secretary and by seven

members of each and every Trade Union which is party to such amalgamation

should be sent to the Registrar, Trade Unions. If the Head Office of such

amalgamated union is located in different state, a copy of such notice should also

be sent to the Registrar of such state also.

Such amalgamation will come into force when the Registrar is satisfied that all

formalities are duly complied with and be registered it.
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Dissolution of Trade Union :

In case of dissolution of the Trade Union a written notice to this effect duly signed by
seven members and by the secretary of the Trade Union concerned should be sent to the
Registrar within 14 days of the dissolution.

Such dissolution will come into froce when the Registrar, trade Unions register the fact
of dissolution being satisfied with all the required formalities.

6.9(iii) The Workmen’s Compensation Act. 1923

The workmen’s compensation Act came into force from July 1924 and as amended in
1976 and again in 1995.

Jurisdiction

The Act is applicable to the whole of India including state of J. & K.

The Main Provision of The Act

The Act provides for the payment of compensation by certain class of employers to
the workers in case of injuring by accident in course of their duty in work place.

Exception

This Act in not enforceable to those factories which are covered by Employees State
Insurance Act (E.S.I. Act).

Amendment Made in 1976

The Act was amended in 1976 with the main objective of providing suitable scales of
compensation for higher wage levels beyond Rs. 500/- per month.

The latest amendment was made in 1995.

Prior to the passing of the workmen’s compensation Act the employers were liable to
pay compensation only when the injury was caused to the worker due to employer’s negligence.

Employers could escape liablity on any of the following grounds :-

(i) The Doctrine of Common Employment

This doctrine provided that the employer could not be held guilty (negligent) if a
workman suffers injury by an act of commission of a follow worker while working
together.

(ii) The Doctrive of Assumed Risks

According to this doctrive the wages represented the price of the labour and the
price of the risk that the workman volantarily assumed in doing the work. Therefore,
the workman had no right to claim any compensation for any injury arising out of
the employment as he is paid for it.

(iii)The Doctrine of Contributing Negligence

The doctrive provided that the employer will not be liable to pay any compensation

in case the employee was guilty of negligence and such negligence contributed to

the enjury.
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This plea was often taken by the employers to escape liablity.

But after amendment the Act has provided much relief to the workers in so far as if

treats injury to workmen as not the result of their fault or negligence but as the oproduct

of industry itself. Now the employer just cannot take the plea of “Doctrine of common

employment or the doctrine of assumed risks or that of contributory negligence.

The legal position of workers has yet further been strengthened by passing of the

“EMPLOYER’S LIABILITY ACT. 1938”.

According to provisions of section 3 of the Act where personal injury is caused by:-

(a) The omission of the employer or any person in his service to maintain in good and

safe condition in any way works machinery or plant connected with or used in his

trade or business.

(b) The negligence of any person in the service of the employer who has been entrusted

with any supervision.

(c) The negligence of any person in the service of employer to whose orders or direction

the workman at the time of enjury was bound to conform end the injury resulted

from his having so conformed.

(d) The act or omission of any person in the service of the employer done or made in

obedience to any rule or by-laws of the employer.

Section of the Act stipulates that defence of “assumed risk” cannot be taken by the

employer unless the employer proves that the risk was fully explained by the supervisor and

understood by the workman and the workman voluntarily undertook the same.

As per section 3 (i) the employer is liable to pay compensation to a workman for

personal injury if

(a) It is caused by accident.

(b) Arise out of and in course of employment Secion 3 (ii) declare that an occupational

disease shall be deemed to be an infury by accident and unless employer proves

to the contrary the accident shall be deemed to have arisen out of and in the course

of employment.

Injury :

The injury word includes all the mental and physicl injuries. Nervous shock causing

incapacity to work is as much a personal injury as a broken limb. Thus the word injury, explain

R.P. Maheshwari and S.N. Maheshwari, writers of the book ‘industrial law’  (Mayoor paper

books, Noida Publication). Thus the word “injury” extends over to incidental strainslass.

However, break down from over work or work in exhausting conditions will not amount

to injury.

Hence a workman will not be entitled to any compensation if the disability is done to

some unskil ful treatment of an original injury. The injury must be personal.
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6.9(iv) Payment of Bonus Act. 1965

Jorisdiction : The Act is applicable to whole of India.

Applicability

Each and every factory as per the definition of factories Act.1948

and

Each establishment in which 20 or more persons are employed on any day during the

accounting year.

However, the appropriate Government may by notification in the gazette may enforce

the Act even in those factories which employee at 10 (ten) or more persons but less than 20

persons.

Even causual workers are calculated in the piescribed minimum of the called 20

persons.

Act is not applicable to following categories of establishment (Sec. 32)

(i) Employees of L.I.C. of India (Sec. 32)

(ii) Sea man as defined under Sec. 3(42) of the merchant shipping Act. 1958

(iii) Dock workers employed under Dock worker (Regulation of Employment) Act.

1948 and employed by the registered or listed employers.

(iv) Employees of local self Government State or Centre Govt.

(v) Employees of Indian Red cross society or of organisation like that.

(vi) employees of R.B.I.

(vii) Employees of Hospital/Chambers of commerce, and social welfare

Establishments.

(viii) Employees of notified Institutions.

(x) Employees of Inland water transport.

Definitions

Accounting year

(i) In Relation to a Corporation

It means the year ending on the day on which the books of accounts of the

corporation are to be closed and balanced.

(ii) In relation to a company. It means the period in respect of which any profit and
loss account of the company laid before its AGM (whether the period is a year or
not).

(iii) In any other case it means
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(a) The year commencing on Ist day of April

or

The (day of closing and) day of opening as per the custom/tradition of the
establishment, for example, many people close their a/c on  ‘deepawali’, others
on 31st of December.

But once the accounting year is began it has to be maintained for all.

Allocable Suplus :

(i) As per section 5 of the Act. 67% of the available surplus in an account year entittles
its worker to get bonus.

(ii) In other case the allocable surplus means 60% of such available surplus.

Appropriate Government

Both central Govt. and state Govt. where the factory is located.

Available surplus

Gross profit depreciation, development rebate for investment allwoance), Income Tax
payable during the year, others sun & as specified in 3rd schedule.

Award

Final judgement of any labour court, Industrial Tribunal or National Tribunal constituted
under the Industrial Dispute Act. 1947 is known as Award.

Direct Tax

(i) Income Tax

(ii) Super profit Tax

(iii)Companies (profit) Surtax

(iv) Agricultural Income Tax

Employee

Any person other than apprantice getting salary or wage not exceeding to Rs, 10,000/
- per month.

Employer

Employer means

(i) The onwer/occupier of the factory including the agent of such owner or occupier or

the manager of the factory or its Managing Director.

Libaility to pay bonus

Each of the following employer is liable to pay bonus

(i) A factory owner

(ii) any other establishment where 20 or more persons are employed on any day during

an accounting year.
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(iii)A public sector undertaking selling its products in competition with private sector if

the income from such sale is not less than 20% of its gross income.

Fligibility for getting bonus

Every employee satisfying the following conditions :-

(i) Must have worked at least for 30 days in the year.

(ii) Should not be an apprantice.

(iii)Whose monthly salary should not exceed to Rs. 10,00/- per month.

(iv) He/she has not been dismissed from service for framed, riotous or violent behaviour,

thieft, misappropriation or sabotage of any proporty.

Amount of bonus

Minimum bonus :

Even a loosing company has to pay bonus @ 8.33% of salary paid to the employees

during one year.

Maximum Bonus :

If the allocable suplus exceeds to the minimum amount of bonus the employer can pay

higher rate of bonus but not exceeding to 20% of the salary drawn by the employees during

the accounting year.

COMPUTATION OF THE NUMBER OF WORKING DAYS

For the purpose of section 13 even the following days will be deemed to be days on

which worker has worked :-

(i) The days for which he was laid off under the agreement or as permitted by standing

orders the Industrial Employment Act. or the Industrial. Dispute Act. or any other

law applicable to establishment.

(ii) The days for which he had been on leave with salary (wages).

(iii)The days for which he had been on leave due to temporary disablement caused by

accident arising out of and in the course of his employment.

(iv) The days for which the employee had been on maternity leave with salary.

Time limit for payment of bonus :

The amount of bonus due to an employee must be paid to him by his employer :-

(i) In case of matter pending with tribunal/limit within a month from the date of

judgement.

(ii) In any lase within a period of eight months from the closing of accounting year.

(iii)Even if the appropriate Government extends the period of 8 month to such further
persons with think from but the total period so extended shall not exceed to today.
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6.10 Summary of the unit

1. Grievance means dissatisfaction discontent or being aggrieved with certain service
condition or behaviour of supervisors of the employer.

2. Among many sources of grievances are service condition, wages, salary,
allowances, behours of supervisors or managers, policy and practices of employer
and Trade Unions are the potential sources of grievances.

3. There are six steps in any grievance settling procedure timely action, accepting
the grievance, identification of problem, connection of facts and figure analyzing
the same, deciding the action implementing it and follow it up.

4. An ideal grievance procedure has the following characteristics :-

– Legal sanctity
– Acceptability
– Timeliness
– Simple
– Training to settling officers and
– Follow-up

6.11 Questions for Exercise

1. What do you know about grievance? What is the potential cause of grievance?

2. Show your acquaintances in detail regarding the various stages of grievance
handling.

3. What are the different characteristics of an ideal grievance settlement machanism?

4. Write short notes on different Laws (Acts) passed by the government of India for
settling the industrial grievances.

5. Show your acquaintances with model grievance handling process as framed by
National Commission on Labour.

6. If grievances are not settled amicably and timely it may spoil the Industrial Relations
and the company may reap adverse consequences thereof.
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